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Off The Chain Capital: A Unique Approach to Crypto Investing
Off The Chain Capital, LLC (“OTC,“ or the "Company") is a value-oriented investment manager that invests in digital
assets and blockchain companies. OTC leverages industry relationships to acquire shares in late-stage private blockchain
companies at early-stage valuations and uses innovative methods to source Bitcoin at discounted prices. Off the Chain,
LP’s (“the Fund”) strategy has resulted in outperformance relative to common investment benchmarks and comparable
private funds since its inception in 2016.
▪ As crypto adoption increases, investors will demand more investment options. In 2021, the total crypto market
cap surpassed $2 trillion, and recent data suggests that there are over 100 million cryptoasset users globally (Slide 3).
As digital assets emerge as a standalone asset class, institutional investors will look to gain an edge via unique
investment strategies. Currently, the most commonly available strategies include trusts (e.g., Grayscale), index funds
(e.g., Bitwise), hedge funds (e.g., Arca), and venture funds (e.g., a16z) (Slide 4).
▪ The OTC approach brings a traditional value lens to a burgeoning industry. Off The Chain aims to provide a
unique, value-centric investment solution for those looking for differentiated exposure to digital assets. As it pertains to
its investments in private blockchain companies, OTC sources its deals from early investors and employees to create
positions in cash-generating, low-leverage companies at early-stage prices, filtering out failure risk and shortening the
path to liquidity. Similarly, OTC employs creative solutions to procure bitcoin at discounted prices (Slide 7).
▪ Examples of OTC’s investment strategy applied:
▪ Blockchain company equity – The Fund was able to secure a 7% ownership in Bitpay, a large provider of Bitcoin
and cryptocurrency payment services, at Seed round pricing after it had closed its Series B round (Slide 11).
▪ Bitcoin at a discount – Mt. Gox, an early crypto exchange that was hacked and drained of its custodied
cryptoassets is currently subject to bankruptcy proceedings. OTC leveraged its industry knowledge to acquire said
bankruptcy claims via the Fund and procure BTC at an estimated 46% discount to market prices (Slide 12).
▪ The OTC strategy has resulted in a blended portfolio demonstrating historical outperformance. The OTC
approach has resulted in a portfolio of investments across different areas of the crypto industry (Slide 13). Since
inception, the Fund has outperformed both the S&P 500 index and Bitcoin (Slide 14).
▪ Key Risks: Industry relationships deteriorate, the market to acquire BTC at discounted prices becomes crowded or
disappears for regulatory or economic reasons, increased competition from other digital asset investment firms
decreases alpha derived from its strategy, changes in the regulatory climate that impede the progress of the crypto
industry and/or the ability to invest in cryptoassets (Slide 19).
Bottom Line: OTC provides institutional investors access to a unique digital asset investment solution. Its innovative
approach has a proven track record and a model that is difficult to replicate due to the Company’s crypto expertise and
deep industry relationships. While past performance is not indicative of future results, OTC presents a unique opportunity
to buy into a high-growth industry at a discount.
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Shift Towards Mass Adoption and Implementation
Growth in crypto market cap and users reflects the growing demand
• The global crypto market has crossed $2 trillion in total value and over 100 million users – putting crypto on a
similar growth trajectory as the internet in the mid ‘90s.
• In the first half of 2021, cryptoassets outperformed traditional financial assets, highlighting diversification benefits.
• El Salvador became the first country to make bitcoin legal tender paving the way for broader adoption.
Figures: Total Crypto Market Cap, Global Internet & Crypto Users, 1H2021 Asset Performance (As of 9/4/2021)
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Crypto Investments Increase Sharply
Digital assets under management (“AUM”) continue to grow
• 497 venture capital deals took place during 2Q21, totaling $6.2 billion in aggregate value, highlighting the demand
for private capital to enter the crypto/blockchain space.
• Crypto financial service companies, infrastructure-focused companies, and tokens gained the most venture capital
interest in 2021.
Figure: Crypto / Blockchain VC Funding by quarter since 2019
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OTC Brings a Unique Strategy to an Emerging Asset Class
As an asset class matures, investors may seek differentiated strategies
• Surveys indicate institutional demand for digital asset investment platforms is increasing rapidly.
• As the market matures, we anticipate that investors seek a broad array of investment options beyond simple
exposure to Bitcoin.
Figure: Demand for Digital Asset Exposure and the Options Available to Investors

Increasing Demand
•

71% of institutional
investors plan to buy or
invest in digital assets in the
future

Digital Asset Trusts: These funds
invest directly in digital assets and
create funds for investors to gain
exposure to the nascent industry

•

Nearly 8 in 10 institutional
investors in Asia believe
digital assets should be part
of a portfolio. 77% of
European investors and 69%
of U.S. investors share the
same belief

Index Funds: These investment
vehicles track a single asset or a
portfolio of digital assets. Such
Indexes tend to be market
capitalization-weighted and
rebalance monthly

•

More than 90% of
institutions interested in
digital assets expect to have
allocations by 2026

Hedge Funds: Investment vehicles
that utilize digital assets to make
large, short-term profits via strategic
trading strategies. These funds are
normally expensive and require
ample capital to participate

•

Institutional investors cite
high potential upside and low
correlation to other assets as
two of digital assets’ most
appealing features

71%

90+%

Limited Investment Strategies

Venture Funds: Pooled investment
funds that manage the money for
investors who seek private equity
stakes in startups and SMEs with
strong growth potential. They are
very high-risk / high return
opportunities

Source: Fundstrat, Fidelity Digital Assets Survey
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Off The Chain Capital’s Value Investing Approach
Long-term oriented firm capitalizing on innovation and opportunity
• Off the Chain Capital (“OTC”) is the only known “value-oriented” investment manager in the digital asset space
currently leveraging industry relationships to invest in late-stage private blockchain companies at seed prices.
• The firm has historically been successful in discovering unique instruments to purchase Bitcoin at discounted
prices.
Figure: Off The Chain Capital – Investment Approach

Off The Chain Capital’s Value Investing Lens
OTC possesses deep industry
relationships, and is capable of
sourcing proprietary deals from early
investors and employees that are
generally unavailable to most investors
OTC invests in cash flow positive,
quasi-liquid, low leverage companies,
filtering out failure risks and shortening
path to liquidity

Early/Growth Stage
Private Blockchain
Companies

Mispriced Digital
Assets

OTC applies an innovative approach to
acquiring BTC at discounted prices.
For example: Purchasing Mt. Gox BTC
claims, and mining hash power at
discounted prices
OTC takes a long-term investment
approach with average holding periods
greater than 12 months. Regulatory
assets under management (“AUM”) of
$450 million as of September 30, 2021

40% - 70% average discount on investments

Source: Fundstrat, Off The Chain Capital
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OTC’s Approach Changes the Risk/Return Equation
Unique instruments and deal flow lead to a steeper curve
• OTC’s investment approach allows the firm to shift their fund’s return expectations above spot BTC prices and
mitigate investment risk through lower entry prices.
• Below is a conceptual illustration of how OTC’s investment style mitigates risk and boosts fund returns.
Figure: Off The Chain Capital’s Differentiated Risk/Return Profile

Source: Fundstrat, Off the Chain
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Off The Chain Capital Leadership
Industry veterans bringing decades of experience to the table
Figure: Off the Chain Capital Leadership
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Source: Off The Chain Capital
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Investing in Late-Stage Blockchain Companies
OTC pursues favorable entry points in more developed companies
• OTC invests in private companies after Series A, while paying seed-round valuation prices for these assets, thus
reducing failure risk. OTC sources deals from early investors and employees seeking to gain liquidity.
Figure: Off the Chain (“OTC”) sources invests in late-stage companies garnering Seed round valuations
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Source: Fundstrat
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OTC’s Access to High Quality Private Companies
Late-stage investments sourced at seed-stage valuations
• A distinguished investment team with the vision to capture value has differentiated Off the Chain investments from
competitors in the space. Their deep relationships in the industry has given them access to quality opportunities.
Figure: Private Equity Investments held by Off the Chain, LP (“The Fund”); Company Profiles

Examples of Successful Late-Stage Investments Procured at Early-Stage Prices

• DCG experienced record-setting revenues in Q2 driven by
Grayscale’s $42 billion AUM

• Blockcap merged with Core Scientific and is expected to go
public via a SPAC soon

• Grayscale launched the Grayscale DeFi Fund, Grayscale
Digital Large Cap Fund became an SEC reporting
company, and Grayscale became the first company in the
crypto industry to sponsor an NFL team

• The new company is Power Digital Infrastructure (NASDAQ:
XPDI)
• The company will now do business under the Core Scientific
brand

• Foundry became the largest mining pool in the world the
week of August 9th, 2021. The first time a US-based
mining pool was #1

Subsidiaries

• 7% ownership in Bitpay, the world’s largest provider of
Bitcoin and cryptocurrency payment services
• Investment acquired post Series B round, at Seed round
valuation
• BitPay Wallet integrates 1inch Network, now Bitpay Wallet
holders can swap ETH and ERC-20 tokens benefitting from
the best rates and fastest transactions via 1inch

Source: Fundstrat, Digital Currency Group, Blockcap, and NASDAQ
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New Instruments Dedicated to Generate Alpha
Examples of OTC’s innovative approach to sourcing opportunistic deals
• Nontraditional investment ideas sourced from strong industry relationships has allowed OTC to pioneer new
investments such as buying BTC client claims and mining hashrate – all at deeply discounted prices from market
value
Figure: Mt. Gox and Mining Hash Power

Innovative Strategies Employed by Off The Chain Capital

• Mt. Gox was a crypto exchange based in Japan that was
hacked and crypto assets were stolen
• Off the Chain, LP (“The Fund”) saw the opportunity and
bought Mt. Gox crypto bankruptcy claims
• Customers who lost their BTC during the hack are entitled
to a claim consisting of 0.1785 BTC, $700 dollars of cash
and 0.18 BCH
• The OTC team leveraged their connections to set up a
relationship with the Japanese trustee to seek claimants in
need of liquidity who would sell their claims
• Average bankruptcy claims cost to OTC is $1,265
representing a 46% discount

• The Fund enters future contracts with crypto mining
companies who might seek to hedge FX risks and seek
capital to pay for operational expenses
• The Fund buys 3-month and 6-month hashrate contracts from
top U.S. verified mining companies

• These contracts are bought at a discount from BTC spot
prices
• The hash rate is an indicator of how healthy the Bitcoin
network is at any given time and is driven primarily by
difficulty mining and the number of miners. Generally, a high
hash rate is considered a good thing

Source: Fundstrat, Off the Chain
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Blended Approach to Value Investments
A composite of investments adds diversification to the mix
• A diversified portfolio of investments grants investors access to competitive private companies in different areas of
the crypto industry
Figure: Portfolio Holdings – Off the Chain, LP Portfolio.

BitPay
9%

PrivateTrusts
29%

Other
5%

*Owns crypto bankruptcy claims

Mt. Gox
9%

+ Special access to new trusts

Digital Currency Group
9%

Core Scientific
4%
Kraken
18%

Polychain Partners LLC.
3%
*Investment in the General
Partnership

Binance
14%
Source: Fundstrat, Off The Chain. Holdings as of September 30, 2021
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OTC Historically Outperforms the S&P 500 and Bitcoin
Unique model delivers alpha compared to equity and crypto markets
• Off the Chain Capital’s portfolio of diversified alternative investments in digital assets and blockchain companies
have generated returns above BTC and traditional financial markets such as the S&P 500
Figure: Off the Chain Portfolio Performance
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Fund performance is net of fees, such as advisory fees, and also expenses, such as any commissions or other expenses that the fund would have paid.

Performance from December 31, 2016 through January 2017 represents proprietary account activity. Performance from February 2017 through June 2018 and August 2019 to September 30,
2021 represents actual Fund performance. The performance included in the above chart for the period July 2018 through July 2019 represents hypothetical performance for the Fund. Please
see Slide 28 for additional information pertaining to the factors used to calculate such performance.
The Standard and Poor's 500 (S&P 500) is a free-float weighted measurement stock market index of 500 of the largest companies listed on stock exchanges in the United States.
Bitcoin price source: Fundstrat, Off the Chain, http://coinmarketcap.com. Data through September 2021 Past 12 Months: October 2020 - September 2021. Latest 3 Years: October 2018 – September 2021
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Illustrative Example of Strong Historical Performance
Theoretical returns demonstrate an impressive return on capital
• The chart below depicts the cash returns on $1 million invested into the S&P 500, Bitcoin, and the Fund on
December 31, 2016, through July 31, 2021.
Figure: Illustrative Compounding Returns on Invested Capital (As of July 31, 2021)

$81,344,900*

$45,279,000

$2,102,800

Theoretical returns on $1,000,000 invested on December 31, 2016
Dollar values shown are calculated balances based on a hypothetical $1M invested on December 31, 2016, in the S&P 500, Bitcoin, and Off the Chain, LP.
•

Performance from December 31, 2016 through January 2017 represents proprietary account activity. Performance from February 2017 through June 2018 and August 2019 to
September 30, 2021 represents actual Fund performance. The performance included in the above chart for the period July 2018 through July 2019 represents hypothetical performance
for the Fund. Please see Slide 28 for additional information pertaining to the factors used to calculate such performance.

The Standard and Poor's 500 (S&P 500) is a free-float weighted measurement stock market index of 500 of the largest companies listed on stock exchanges in the United States.
Source: Off The Chain, Bitcoin price source: http://coinmarketcap.com
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Strategic Approach to Protect Portfolio Downturns
Generating alpha to outperform on BTC upside momentum
• By utilizing innovative investment instruments and sourcing BTC at discounted prices, Off the Chain is capable of
mitigating market downturns.
Figure: Off the Chain Portfolio Downturns vs BTC
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Fund performance is net of fees, such as advisory fees, and also expenses, such as any commissions or other expenses that the fund would have paid.

Performance from December 31, 2016 through January 2017 represents proprietary account activity. Performance from February 2017 through June 2018 and August 2019 to September 30,
2021 represents actual Fund performance. The performance included in the above chart for the period July 2018 through July 2019 represents hypothetical performance for the Fund. Please
see Slide 28 for additional information pertaining to the factors used to calculate such performance.
The Standard and Poor's 500 (S&P 500) is a free-float weighted measurement stock market index of 500 of the largest companies listed on stock exchanges in the United States.
Bitcoin price source: Fundstrat, Off the Chain, http://coinmarketcap.com. Data through September 2021. Past 12 Months: October 2020 - September 2021. Latest 3 Years: October 2018 – September 2021
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OTC Compared to Crypto Hedge Funds
OTC’s investments outperform hedge funds’ median performance
• Hedge funds are generally characterized by a high risk/return profile. Their strategies predominantly exploit market
opportunities over short time horizons.
• Most investors in crypto hedge funds are either high-net worth individuals (54%) or family offices (30%).
• The average minimum investment amount for LPs is $1.1 million.
Figure: 2020 vs 2019 Crypto Hedge Fund Median Performance by Strategy vs The Fund Performance*
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Source: Fundstrat, Pwc 3rd Annual Crypto Hedge Fund Report 2021
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The OTC Value Proposition
OTC’s long-term value investing approach may benefit clients
• OTC’s extensive industry expertise and relationships grants investors access to quality private blockchain
companies. Innovative instruments grant additional upward price momentum and reduce downward swings.
Figure: Off the Chain Value Proposition

Access to Emerging Asset Class
OTC grants institutional investors
access to digital assets and
blockchain projects in a transparent
platform with a proven track record.

Opportunistic Value Investing
OTC’s deep relationships in the
industry allow it to source deals from
early investors and employees.
According to management, this has
enabled OTC to enter late-stage
deals while paying seed-stage
prices.

Innovative Investments Approach
OTC’s innovative investment
instruments source BTC at discounted
prices. This investment approach may
generate alpha unavailable to most
crypto investment vehicles.

Adding Value & Protecting Capital
OTC has capitalized on asset price
growth while protecting investments
on asset price declines. By sourcing
BTC at discounted prices, the fund
has demonstrated an advantageous
way to exploit market fluctuations.

Source: Fundstrat
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Industry & Firm-specific Risk Factors
Adoption, competition and regulatory forces play a central role
Figure: Industry Risks

Regulatory Risk
• U.S. Crypto Infrastructure Bill and its potential tax
reporting implications
• Any potential transparency and reporting
requirements outside of the Infrastructure Bill
designed such that they add burdensome costs to
operators and investors in the industry
• Unfavorable changes in the classification of certain
cryptoassets and any changes in the taxation of
crypto activities
• Unforeseen foreign regulatory frameworks for crypto
activities and blockchain businesses
• Greater oversight from financial regulatory agencies,
which would require greater AML and compliance
rules

Competition & Execution Risk
• New funds continue to emerge seeking to actively
invest in crypto and blockchain technology
companies
• Industry relationships may deteriorate, or their
competitive advantage may decrease
• The market to acquire BTC at discounted prices
becomes crowded or disappears for regulatory or
economic reasons
• Increased difficulty in sourcing early-stage
investments as more capital enters the market

• Portfolio companies' product replacement risk –
users’ shift from using / consuming products the
Fund has invested in that can result in lower
revenues and valuations
• Transactional revenue business model (exchanges)
can rapidly change as competition shifts fee
structures to remain competitive

Source: Fundstrat
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OTC’s Bitcoin Thesis
83% of the time, BTC has shown greater ROI over the last 12 years
• When compared to traditional asset classes available to investors, Bitcoin has outperformed all available assets 10
out of 12 consecutive years.
• Many point toward increased demand from institutions as the driving force behind recent outperformance
Figures: Assets Performance Matrix Since 2010

Source: novelinvestor.com; Off the Chain Capital. Data as of 9/12/21
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OTC’s Bitcoin Thesis
9 out of 10 U.S. household are projected to own BTC by 2029
• S-curve analysis suggests that ~90% of all households in the United States will have adopted BTC by 2029,
suggesting an increase of 65% from the current adoption rate of 25%.
Figure: U.S. Household BTC Adoption S-Curve Analysis
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10% U.S. Households Own BTC

2029
90% BTC adoption predicted

Source: Piplsay’s The Growing Crypto Universe Survey of 30,330 Individuals in the U.S., 2/18/21 --- Piplsay.com
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OTC’s Bitcoin Thesis
BTC’s increasing value illustrated in ounces of gold, keeps on growing
• The once safe-haven asset, has gradually lost its value glamour to incumbent competitor BTC. As time progresses
since the creation of BTC, the value of BTC per coin has increased compared to gold and continues to growth.
Figures: Gold-to-Bitcoin Ratio

99% correlated

BTC = 34.5 ounces

Source: Fundstrat, Bloomberg, PlanB@100millionUSD. Gold Price as of October 18, 2021 = $1,773 per ounce
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OTC’s Bitcoin Thesis
High correlation percentage points to higher price targets
• With a 90% level of correlation, we estimate that prices of Bitcoin will continue to grow based on factors such as
demand, limited capped supply, investment capital flows and household BTC adoption.
Figure: Estimated Price Progression of BTC

$453,511
$184,878
$75,367
$30,724

90% correlation

Trend Price $61,155

*See disclosures on slide 28
Source: Off The Chain Capital, LLC. Bitcoin price source: http://Coinmarketcap.com. Price as of October 18, 2021
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OTC’s Bitcoin Thesis
Value found in digital assets as the macro landscape intensifies
• Correlation between BTC prices and regression prices continue to move closer with one another as was the case
from 2014 to 2017. We expect spot price of BTC to move closer to regression price levels moving forward.
Figure: Crypto Market Trends
Regression
Price:
$56,518

2014-2017:
94% Correlation
Bitcoin
Price:
$53,968

Investment Opportunity Caused By:
Bitcoin Shorts, Negative Govt. Branding, Misunderstood,
Excessive US Regulations, Environmental Concerns

Source: PlanB@100millionUSD – PlanBTC.com. Price as of October 6, 2021
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OTC’s Bitcoin Thesis
Demand and Limited Supply Drive BTC Prices
• With only 21 million coins, scarcity is a major factor driving BTC price. The S2F model is a method to predict the
price of an asset based on the ratio of the stock (supply) to the flow (annual production).
Figure: Stock-to-Flow BTC Model

$1,000,000

$100,000

Source: PlanB@100millionUSD – PlanBTC.com
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Disclosures
The investment performance for Off the Chain, LP (the “Fund”) shown in the previous pages is a combination of fund and projected performance. Performance information from December
2016 through January 2017 represents performance in a proprietary account. Performance from February 2017 through June 2018 represents the Fund’s actual performance and reflects the
fees and expenses of the Fund. Performance from July 2018 through July 2019 represents the theoretical performance of the Fund assets as of July 2018 adjusted for monthly changes in
valuations and does not reflect any active trading or risk management without fees or expenses. The theoretical performance was derived from the retroactive application of Off the Chain’s
investment strategy with the benefit of hindsight. There can be no assurance that had the Fund been offered during the full period; an investor’s investment returns would have been as shown
due to the possibility that the investment activity during the period may not have matched the actual investment decisions made.
The performance results presented above reflect the reinvestment of interest, dividends and capital gains and is shown, except as noted above, gross of fees and expenses. Actual
performance results for the period where fees and expenses are not included would have been lower. For example, an account with annual fees and expenses equal to 1.5% of its assets
deducted quarterly, whose annualized performance was 15.0% before fees and expenses, would have net annualized performance approximately of 13.3%. Specific calculations of
performance net of fees and expenses for a given fee structure can be provided upon request.
The indices herein are not intended as direct comparisons to the performance of the Fund. Instead, they are intended to represent the performance of certain sectors of the overall securities
markets. The S&P 500 Index is a proxy for the broader U.S. stock market. The indices reflect the reinvestment of dividends and income. Indices are generally unmanaged and are not
available for direct investments.
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
A prospective investor’s decision to invest must be based solely on the information set forth in the Fund’s Confidential Private Placement Memorandum (the “Memorandum”). No one should
consider investing in the Fund who is not, either alone or together with such investor's financial advisers, financially sophisticated and capable or evaluating the merits and risks of an
investment in a private investment vehicle like the Fund. All prospective investors must meet the investor suitability requirements described in the Memorandum in order to invest in the Fund.
This presentation is confidential and is intended only for the person to whom it has been delivered. It may be used only in connection with a financial adviser’s face-to-face presentation and
recommendation of an investment in the Fund to its client. In addition, the financial advisor must have a pre-existing relationship with any client to whom it recommends the Fund and provides
this material.
The information in this presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, an interest in the Fund. Such an offer may only be made by delivery of the
Memorandum which contains a more detailed description of all the material terms of such an investment, including a discussion of certain specific risk factors and other matters relevant to
any prospective investor. Before making such an investment, all prospective investors are referred to the Memorandum, which will be sent to them upon request.
This document is not intended to constitute legal or tax advice to its recipient and is not an investment recommendation.
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